
Brain in Gear

In the back of your books…

Draw five pictures that relate to something 
we have learned over the past five lessons.

CHALLENGE: Without looking in your book, draw one 
thing from each lesson.



Becoming England

14/09/2020

Learning Outcomes:

By the end of this lesson you will:

- Investigate out how and when England became 
a unified country.

- Make a judgement on who was the most 
significant leader of England.

Fundamental British Values: 
Individual Liberty

Today’s Title:

Key Words:

Martyr = a person who is killed 
because of their religious or 
other beliefs.

Empire = A country that rules 
over other countries

What does 
“England” 

mean?

Becoming England

New Topic: The British Empire

This lesson:

Next lesson:

The Danelaw

Previous lesson:



The Birth of England
King Alfred was the first King of the Anglo-
Saxons, but he never thought of himself as 

the King of “England”. 

His son and grandson were able to expand 
on Alfred’s successes and it was through 

their efforts that they finally brought 
England together as one united country.

However, England was still dangerously 
divided, with Danes and Anglo-Saxons living 

shoulder to shoulder. Any English king 
would need to carefully balance these two 
groups of people to maintain peace in this 

vulnerable new country.Statue of King Alfred the Great 
in his capital city of Winchester



In the back of your book…

What would be difficult about being a 
King of England between 878-1066?



You are going to find out about six key rulers who helped to build England 
as it is today. 

• King Æthelstan of England
• King Edward the Martyr
• King Æthelred the Unready
• King Sweyn Forkbeard
• King Canute the Great
• King Edward the Confessor

Cut out and stick the figures in your book, 
then explain next to them what significant 
things these individuals did.

EXTENSION: Draw faces and items on your 
figure that represent their rule as king.



Think Pair Share

Which individual had the most 
impact on creating modern 

England?



Which individual had the most impact on 
creating modern England?

Write your answer into a fully developed paragraph in your 
book. 

Remember to focus on your explanations, write clear and 
detailed sentences that analyse why your leader was more 

important than the other kings we studied today.

EXTENSION: Choose someone who you think had the second 
most impact.

SUPER EXTENSION: Write a third paragraph about who you 
think had the least impact on modern England.
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